Introduction
While the notion of phoneme is well known to all linguists, the term phonotype, being a comparatively new one, stands in need of explanation. It was introduced by professor Stanislav Voronin, the founder of phonosemantics as a branch of the linguistic science sui generis.
The term was introduced to designate the principal unit of phonosemantics. Its original terminological shape was phonemotype (vide Voronin, 1969, 12) , but it was consequently changed to phonotype (Voronin, 1998, 9) , the latter name better suiting the notion in question.
The principal object of this paper is to present a more detailed description of the term.
From Phonemotype to Phonotype
In his paper presented at the Fifteenth Meeting of the Language Origins Society in Naples in 1999 S. Voronin thus defined the term:
Phonotype (acoustic or articulatory) is a speech sound type containing a phonetic feature type (acoustic or articulatory) homeomorphous with (i.e. similar to) the referent feature type (acoustic or non-acoustic) serving as basis for phonoiconic (onomatopoeic or sound-symbolic) nomination.
(See also Voronin, 2005, 102-103.) Although the notion of a phonetic feature is included in this definition almost in passing, as it were, its true significance cannot be 
Iconicity in a text versus iconicity in a word
So the phonotype is centred around a specific phonetic feature. This, I hope, has been demonstrated above as true for cases of isolated words, i.e. for cases of nomination. But phonetic iconism also exists as a property of a (literary) text. If the unit of phonosemantics is indeed found in the phonotype, it should be equally relevant for investigating cases of sound-symbolism in the text. Let us then take a better look at the similarity and difference between phonetic iconism of an isolated word and that of a text.
To do this let us scrutinize a text whose soundshape could justifiably be supposed to be nonarbitrary, say, a piece of poetry. What is chosen here is a poem from the collection of Verses for -622 - 
